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What’s this presentation about?
It’s about narrowing the gap between government funding 
for R&D and society’s need for beneficial deliverables:

• The free market forces of industry address most societal 
needs for technological innovation, except those too 
large, too small, too late or premature . . . 

• Government’s address some of these “market failures” by 
investing public funds, but success requires proper 
alignment between investment, value chain and results.

• STI Policies based on linear model of university-led R&D 
are generally ineffective;  requiring realignment of sector 
funding to deliver intended socio-economic impacts.



Commercial Innovation Markets

Industry delivers technological innovations to 
society when they meet standard commercial 
market requirements (market size; customer 

affluence; high profit margin; low entry barriers):

Market Opportunity
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Deliver 
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Markets



Conditions of Market Failure
• When standard business conditions are not met --

but a need is deemed important to society --
government’s supply resources to fill market gaps.

• STI Policies address societal needs for new 
knowledge under conditions of market failure.

• Problems arise when ‘new knowledge’ is defined 
only in the long-term and indefinite context of 
university-based scholarship and publications.

• New knowledge is not limited to scientific findings, 
but instead includes prototypes and products.



University/Government/Corporate R&D 
Laboratories – States of Knowledge

Public tax dollars are allocated to generate new knowledge 
outputs embodied in 3 different states:

Scientific research  Conceptual Discovery Output
(know what ?)

Engineering Development  Tangible Invention Output
(know how ?)

 Industrial Production  Commercial Innovation Output 
(know why ?)

Each state of knowledge has its own trajectory and impact.



Public funding fills gaps.
• But why aren’t we seeing more progress in 

features, functions, prices and payments?

• Current “STI” policies result from a status quo
Academic/Bureaucratic complex.

• Returns from public investment – both social 
benefit and tax revenues -- comes from the 
private sector’s delivery of products/services.

• Society’s bottom line is creating new net wealth 
at some boundary between sellers and buyers.



So What is Path To Transfer?

• What do R&D project leaders need to know? 

• What best practices exist to link sponsored R&D 
to external product or service creation?

• What models, methods and metrics help plan, 
manage and monitor such transfer efforts?

• How do the activity stages within product/service 
creation link with critical decision gates?

• How to treat knowledge disclosures to balance 
scholarly, commercial and public benefit goals?



The Way Forward:  Integrate Conceptual 
but Differentiate Operational

 Consider three distinct states:  Know role of Research, 
Development and Production methods in context of each 
project – plan and budget accordingly.

 Engage Industry early: Government/Academic projects 
intended to benefit society fail to cross gaps (death 
valley vs. Darwinian sea) to business & open markets.

 Apply evidence-based framework: Link three methods; 
Communicate knowledge in three states; Integrate key 
stakeholder who will determine eventual success.

Need to Knowledge (NtK) Model 



Need to Knowledge (NtK) Model for Technological Innovations



“Gamification” of 
Technological Innovation
Progress may be 
circuitous and iterative, 
punctuated and 
prolonged, risky and 
unpredictable.  

Yet, it must be 
deliberately and 
systematically planned, 
implemented and 
managed.  

Serendipity is not a plan!  



TT Lessons from Literature
• Literature from both Industry and Academia converge on 

best practices in new product development, where due 
diligence supplants ad hoc approaches and objectively 
tests subjective assumptions of value.

• Excerpts cluster differently for each Phase of R/D/P, but 
the topics of Cross-Functional Teams & Analytic Tools 
dominate papers addressing the required expertise.

• Stage/Step level activity do not require a linear 
progression, but Decision Gates cannot be properly 
addressed without all the necessary facts.



Commercial Market is Path to Impact

• Time to return to 
successful practices!

• Industry leads R&D 
efforts intending to 
generate innovations.

• Industry has incentive, 
expertise and structure 
to create, retain and 
exploit new knowledge.



NtK Model Utility
• Clarifies processes and mechanisms underlying 

technology-based Innovation, by integrating 
academic & industry literature and analytic tools.

• Establishes linkages between three distinct 
methods and their respective knowledge outputs 
for implementation/communication.

• Offers a structure to sponsors & grantees for 
program/project planning, proposal submission & 
review, project implementation, progress 
monitoring and summative evaluation. 
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